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Ensure that the colours are according to the CODE PANTONE BOOK

THESE LINES REPRESENT EACH SIZE FROM  2XS TO 5XL
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Carrera Elite Jersey Short SleeveRJRC - E

Outstanding performance, perfect fit, and extreme comfort. Ride like a pro in our Carrera Series! Its 
high performance fabrics are brilliant at wicking moisture from the body offering a soft and silky feel. 
This jersey is made up of three lightweight, stretchable, and breathable fabrics. Three rear pockets will 
give you easy access to your riding essentials and its full length zipper will allow the flow of air giving you 
the comfort needed throughout your ride.
The silicon waist gripper around the waist ensures the hem does not ‘ride up’ leaving your waist 
exposed when cycling.

- Pro race cut
- Full length zipper
- Lycra grip
- Colombian fabrics (4 different fabrics used on each jersey)
- 3 way stretch
- 3 angled rear pockets plus a 4th pocket which is water resistant
- Silicone grip around the waist
- Upgraded stitching (flat lock)
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Are you specific about your colours? If you are, please 
request a PRE-Print from your account manager once 
your artwork once is approved.  This takes 1 to 2 weeks 
and costs $20.
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STITCHING COLOUR:

Please check all details in this proposal. If you are satisfied please send it back to your account manager by email
with the subject ”APPROVED ARTWORK“ and once quantities are provided, your order will be sent to production.
Should you require further changes, please advise your account manager.   


